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“forum” articles (papers on topics of general interest that express a
particular viewpoint) and book, website and software reviews, on
all aspects of marine ornithology worldwide. Contributions dealing
with coastal or inland seabirds such as gulls, terns, cormorants and
pelicans will also be considered. Review papers or commentaries on
important or emerging topics in marine ornithology are encouraged.
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Submission:
Submissions should be sent to the Editor-in-Chief (David Ainley) at
editor.marine.ornithology@gmail.com as e-mail attachments. The
e-mail should include the title of the paper and the names of the
authors. The text and tables preferably should be in MSWord or .rtf
format. If another word processor is used, then an ASCII file of the
text should also be submitted. Tables must be numbered in the order
in which they are to appear, each on a separate page with the table
number and title at the top.
Figures:
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Final versions may be requested in formats other than the one in
which they were submitted. Patterned fill is preferable to greyscale
for graphics. Colour images can be included in the web version
and will be included in the print version on payment of a US$100/
page charge. If possible, papers should be submitted both as Adobe
Portable Document Files (.pdf), including the figures (for review)
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Photographs should be submitted as high definition bitmaps (.jpg,
.tif). We encourage the submission of relevant, optional black
and white photographs that can be used as space-fillers, if the
opportunity arises.
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formatted in the style used by Marine Ornithology.
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thereafter only one need be used. Metric units, decimal points and
the 24-hour clock are to be used and dates expressed in the form
31 January 1947.
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